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Abstract—Availability of OpenCL for FPGAs has raised new
questions about the efficiency of massive thread-level parallelism
on FPGAs. The general trend is toward creating deep pipelining
and in-order execution of many OpenCL threads across a shared
data-path. While this can be a very effective approach for
regular kernels, its efficiency significantly diminishes for irregular
kernels with runtime-dependent control flow. We need to look for
new approaches to improve execution efficiency of FPGAs when
targeting irregular OpenCL kernels.
This paper proposes a novel solution, called Hardware Thread
Reordering (HTR), to boost the throughput of the FPGAs when
executing irregular kernels possessing non-deterministic runtime
control flow. The key insight of HRT is out-of-order OpenCL
thread execution over a shared data-path to achieve significantly
higher throughput. The thread reordering is performed at a
basic-block level granularity. The synthesized basic-blocks are
extended with independent pipeline control signals and context
registers to bypass the live values of reordered threads. We
demonstrate the efficiency of our proposed solution on three parallel irregular kernels. For the experiments, we utilize the LegUp
tool to compare the baseline (in-order) data-path with HTRenhanced data-path. Our RTL simulation results demonstrate
that HTR-enhanced data-path achieves up to 11X increase in
kernels throughput at a very low overhead (less than 2X increase
in FPGA resources).

I. I NTRODUCTION
OpenCL (Open Standard Parallel Programming Language)
has emerged as an efficient programming abstraction to capture applications with massive thread-level parallelism. While
OpenCL was initially developed for GPU devices, its success
has motivated heterogeneous computing toward supporting
OpenCL on various type of devices. FPGAs are one of major
platforms that can enjoy significant benefits by supporting
OpenCL abstractions. The two major FPGA companies (Altera
and Xilinx) have already released tool-chains to synthesize
customized data-paths to execute OpenCL kernels [1, 2]. The
aim is, on one hand, to make FPGA programming accessible
for application developers, while at the same time achieve a
higher throughput by generating a customized data-path for
the OpenCL kernels.
One important research question is the efficiency of FPGAs
to support massively parallel programming models, such as
OpenCL. Recent studies have shown that a deeply pipelined
data-path can achieve a very high throughput for OpenCL kernels [3, 4, 5]. The high throughput, in particular, is pronounced

for regular kernels with deterministic execution patterns (no
runtime conditional branches). In such a scenario, the OpenCL
threads share the same data-path and execute in an in-order
fashion throughout the pipeline stages (thread-level temporal
parallelism). This results in very high data-path utilization, and
thus, high program throughput.
Recently, there has been renewed interest running complex
machine-learning and deep-learning algorithms on FPGAs.
These algorithms often contain non-deterministic control flow
with varying execution patterns across the threads. With inorder thread execution, only one thread is allowed to execute
the non-deterministic part of the generated data-path. As
a result, other threads have to wait for the current thread
to finish its execution. For irregular kernels, the in-order
thread execution significantly reduces the amount of temporal
parallelism available across threads, significantly impacting
data-path utilization, and thus, limiting application throughput.
There has been limited prior work on thread-level parallelism
on FPGAs. New research is required to enhance the utilization
of the FPGA’s data-path when targeting massively parallel
applications. Such research can help FPGAs to deliver much
higher throughput for irregular OpenCL kernels.
This paper proposes a novel approach called Hardware
Thread Reordering (HTR) to enhance an FPGA’s efficiency
when targeting irregular massively-parallel kernels processing
non-deterministic runtime control flows. The aim of HTR is
to achieve significantly higher throughput by increasing the
data-path utilization. Its key insight is breaking free the inorder thread execution by enabling the threads reordering
at basic-block granularity. In a nutshell, HTR proposes to
extend synthesized basic-blocks with independent/dedicated
control signals and context switching registers. To further
enhance data-path utilization, we also propose a set of optimization techniques to manage competition over the shared
resources to further reduce the number of unnecessary stalls
across reordered threads. To demonstrate the efficiency of our
proposed approach, we use three parallel irregular kernels
from standard benchmark suites. For all the benchmarks, we
compare the effectiveness of our HTR-enhanced data-path
against a baseline (in-order) data-path. Our RTL simulation
results demonstrate an up to 11X increase in application
throughput while introducing less than 2X overhead compared

to an in-order datapath. The reported results are based on RTL
simulations using LegUp toolchain.
The remainder of this paper is organized as following. Section II reviews related work. Section III briefly reviews current
OpenCL to FPGA synthesis flow and discusses its limitations
to support irregular kernels. Section IV presents our proposed
approach for reordering thread execution. Section V presents
our proposed optimization techniques for hiding unnecessary
stalls when accessing shared resources, including the memory
subsystem. Section VI presents our simulation results. Finally,
Section VII concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Previous studies have considered multithreaded execution
on FPGAs. Some have focus on executing multiple-kernels on
FPGAs [6], while some others have studied executing multiple
threads in a single kernel[7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. The CHAT
compiler [10] generates multithreaded data-paths for dynamic
workloads. In this compiler, a Thread Management Unit
(TMU) dispatches the threads to multiple Processing Elements
(PEs). The TMU dynamically balances threads across multiple
PEs by switching to ready-to-run threads.
The CHAT compiler exposes spatial parallelism by replicating the PEs. However, CHAT ignores temporal parallelism
or pipelining as a method to exploit parallelism on FPGAs.
Nuvitadhi et al. [7] proposed a synthesis technique to generate a multithreaded pipelined data-path from a high-level
unpipelined data-path specification. They used transactional
specifications (T-spec) to capture an abstract data-path, and
T-piper to analyze and resolve hazards and generate the RTL
implementation of the pipelined design [13].
ElasticFlow [11] is a synthesis approach for pipelining kernels with dynamic irregular loop nests. ElasticFlow proposes
an array of loop processing units (LPUs) and dynamically
distributes inner loop iterations to run on LPUs. While ElasticFlow targeted inner loops for pipelining, Turkington et
al. [12] proposed an outer loop pipelining approach. They
extended the Single Dimension Software Pipelining (SSP) [14]
approach to better suit the generation of schedules for FPGAs.
However, all of these studies considered in-order threads or
loop-based execution. The in-order thread execution approach
has also been used in commercial OpenCL-Verilog compilers
by Altera [1] and Xilinx [2]. Out-of-order thread execution,
that is present in a number of important applications, has not
been considered as a path to achieve much better efficiency of
the multithreaded data-paths.
A context switching mechanism has been proposed by Tan
et al. [8] that supports out-of-order execution in the pipelined
data-paths. However, a deeper study of related aspects of
out-of-order execution, such as stall management and thread
scheduling, has not been pursued. This paper presents a
hardware thread reordering approach to enhance the efficiency
of multithreaded data-paths for irregular OpenCL kernels.
III. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
OpenCL offers a suitable programming model to capture
compute-intensive kernels with massive thread-level paral-

__kernel void SPMV( __global int *row, __global int *val,
__global int *col, __global int *vec,
__global int *out, const int dim)
{
int id = get_global_id(0)
if (id < dim) {
int tmp = 0
for (c = row[id]; c < row[id+1]; ++c) {
tmp += val[c] * vec[col[c]]
}
out[id] = tmp
}
}

Fig. 1. SPMV OpenCL kernel

lelism. FPGAs, in principle, can achieve very high throughput
by providing a customized data-path for OpenCL kernels. To
further enhance FPGA throughput and increase thread-level
parallelism, the generated data-path is often deeply pipelined
with unrolled loops. The OpenCL threads share the same datapath and execute in an in-order fashion throughout the pipeline
stages (temporal parallelism).
An FPGA’s throughput can be significantly impacted
when faced with running irregular kernels that contain nondeterministic branches. The primary challenge is due to the
significant reduction in data-path utilization for the runtimedependent non-deterministic regions of the data-path. With
in-order exection, thread-level pipelining stalls during nondeterministic regions occur given that the next thread has to
wait for the current thread to finish. Furthermore, with variable
memory latency, deep pipelining is inefficient and imposes a
huge overhead due to the large number of delay buffers that
would need to be added to hide the memory latency. With
in-order thread execution, loop unrolling and loop pipelining
will not be applicable for run-time dependent dynamic loops.
Fig. 1 presents the code of the sparse matrix vector multiplication (SPMV) kernel captured in OpenCL. SPMV is an
example of an irregular kernel with run-time dependent control
flow, containing thread dependent conditional IF statements,
as well as LOOPs with variable run-time dependent iterations. In the FPGA synthesis flow, the High-level language
is compiled to the LLVM intermediate representation. The
LLVM instructions will be scheduled into clock cycles by
the HLS tool. The instructions that are scheduled into the
same clock cycle will be mapped to a pipeline stage. Fig. 2
represents the LLVM IR and the control flow of the SPMV
kernel. Overall, the kernel contains five basic-blocks with three
runtime dependent branches. Fig. 2 also shows the mapping
between LLVM instructions and Pipeline stages. Notice that
each load instruction is mapped to two pipeline stages. In the
first stage, request, the load request is sent to the memory
module. In the next stage, load, the data is received from the
memory. The memory latency in this example is assumed to be
2 clock cycles. The generated pipeline data-path is illustrated
in Fig. 3. The data-path and the number of pipelined stages are

this source of inefficiency and enhance the FPGA’s utilization,
this Section proposes Hardware Thread Reordering (HTR) for
out-of-order execution of threads over a shared datapath. The
thread reordering in principle is done at a basic-block granularity, which can create a non-deterministic execution order
for the pipelined threads. To support thread reordering, HTR
enhances the generated data-path in two aspects. For the first
aspect, Hardware Thread Switching introduces additional logic
and memory elements necessary to support thread switching.
For the second aspect, Hardware Thread Arbitration is added
to support thread arbitration across the reordered hardware
threads to better manage shared compute resources.

If.Body
%1 = icmp slt %id, %dim
br %1, label %For.Entry, label %If.End

1
1

For.Entry
%2 = getelementptr %row, %id
%3 = add nsw %id, 1
%4 = getelementptr %row, %3
%low = load %2
%up = load %4
%5 = icmp slt %low, %up
br %5, label %For.Body, label %For.End

2
2
2
4 2
4 2
4
4

For.Body
%c = phi [%low, %For.Entry], [%c.next, %For.Body]
%tmp = phi [0, %For.Entry], [%sum, %For.Body]
%6 = getelementptr %col, %c
%7 = getelementptr %val, %c
7
%col.id = load %6
%8 = getelementptr %vec, %col.id
9
%my.val = load %7
9
%my.vec = load %8
%9 = mul nsw %my.val, %my.vec
%sum = add nsw %tmp, %9
%c.next = add nsw %c, 1
%10 = icmp slt %c, %up
br %10, label %For.Body, label %For.End

A. Hardware Thread Switching
5
5
5
5
5
7
7
7
9
9
9
9
9

For.End
%result = phi [0, %For.Entry], [%sum, %For.Body]
%11 = getelementptr %out, %id
store %result, %11
br label %If.End

10
10
10
11

If.End
ret void

12

Fig. 2. SPMV LLVM

based on the real synthesis reported by the LegUp toolchain;
for simplicity, we do not present the internal computational
logic per each basic-block.
Fig. 4 illustrates a pipeline timing diagram of the in-order
execution of the SPMV data-path. As shown in the figure,
as thread 0 executes the runtime dependent loop (stage 5 to
stage 9), Thread 1 and all following threads are stalled in
their current pipeline stages. After two iterations of thread 0
in the non-deterministic region, thread 1 will enter the loop
section, and similarly, all following threads will be stalled until
thread 1 finishes it’s runtime-dependent loop region.
Overall, the example of SPMV reveals the inefficiency of
in-order thread execution for irregular kernels with runtime
dependent branches. As highlighted by Fig. 4, the data-path is
often under-utilized. In the following Section, we demonstrate
the principles of hardware thread reordering to increase the
data-path utilization to achieve a higher throughput.
IV. H ARDWARE T HREAD R EORDERING
Section III illustrates that in-order thread execution is inefficient when the control flow graph of a kernel contains
data/thread-dependent branches and dynamic loops. To remove

In order to support out-of-order hardware thread execution over a multithreaded pipelined data-path, we propose
two major extensions to maintain a thread’s live variables
and computational status across pipeline stages. First, every
pipeline stage needs to hold the contexts of its currently
executing thread. We define the context of a hardware thread
as the live variables required to perform the associated thread
computation in the current, as well as all following, pipeline
stages. This may include some of the input variables, and the
intermediate variables which were produced by predecessor
stages and will be used in future stages. For example, stage 5
of the SPMV data-path has six live variables. Variables c, tmp,
6, and 7, which are initialized in this stage as well as variables
id, and up which are initialized in predecessor stages and being
used by the following stages in the pipeline. Fig. 5 shows the
context variables of each pipeline stage in the SPMV datapath. A context register file in the extended pipeline stage is
added to store all live variables.
Second, it is necessary to hold the status of the every
pipeline stage. Each stage of the pipeline should perform its
computation whenever its input data is valid. To achieve this,
we propose to add single bit active mask to all pipeline stages.
For example, for the SPMV data-path, stage 1 receives thread
0 and performs its computation on thread 0, while all other
stages are inactive. The next cycle, stage 1 passes thread 0 and
its live variables to stage 2, and receives thread 1. Both stage
1 and 2 are active and the other stages are inactive during this
cycle.
Fig. 7 presents an abstract visualization of our proposed
approach. If the stage is active, the context register file loads
the values from the previous stage to perform its computation.
Otherwise, the context register file holds its current value. The
active mask receives its value from the active mask in the
preceding stage. If in clock t, stage i is active, in clock t+1
stage i+1 would be active.
B. Hardware Thread Arbitration
The HTR-enhanced pipeline stages described in the previous
section enable the option to execute concurrent re-ordered
threads across pipeline stages. Ideally, during each clock cycle,
one thread enters the pipeline (in any order), and one completes its execution and exits the pipeline. An example of out-
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Fig. 3. Generated data-path for SPMV kernel

of-order execution of the SPMV kernel is illustrated in Fig. 6.
However, with out-of-order thread execution, the reordered
threads may compete for shared resources. The contention may
occur over computational resource. For example, two parallel
threads may compete over the merged pipeline stage after the
branches. Contention can also occur over shared memory when
the number of concurrent parallel memory accesses is more
than the available number of memory ports.
In our SPMV data-path, stages 5, 10, and 12 are merged
stages. Each of these stages can receive input from two
preceding stages. If both preceding stages are active in cycle
t, only one of them can proceed to the next stage in cycle
t+1. The other has to wait until the conflict is resolved. Also,
stages 2, 5, and 7 are memory load stages and connected to the
global memory ports. Connecting this data-path to a single port
memory module means that only one of these stages can be
active at a time. The other two have to wait until the memory
port is available.
In the following, we introduce Basic-Block Level Data-path
Control and Dedicated Memory Management to control, arbitrate and manage shared computation and memory resources
across concurrent re-ordered threads.
1) Basic-Block Level Data-path Control: We propose a
dedicated control logic unit to manage the arbitration over the
computation resources. When there is a conflict/contention between threads in the pipeline, the control logic unit schedules
threads, allowing one to execute and stalling the other threads
until the conflict is resolved. Fig. 8 illustrates the extended
pipeline stage with the control (stall) signal. In this case, the
pipeline stage performs its computation if the stage is active
and the stage is not stalled by the control unit. If the stage
is stalled, it will retain its current context register and active
mask values until the stall is cleared.
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The thread scheduling and stall management can be performed working at different granularities. At a coarse-grained
level, the whole data-path has a single stall signal. If a conflict
happens in the pipeline, all the stages are stalled until the
conflict is resolved, no matter if the stage is involved in the
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Fig. 4. Pipeline timing diagram of the SPMV datapath.
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Fig. 8. Extended pipeline stage with stall signal.

conflict or not. In this approach, a stall in one stage impacts
all other stages in the pipeline. Working at a fined-grained
level, each stage has its own stall signal, and the control
logic unit controls stages independently. This method results
in more efficient pipeline execution since it stalls only the
stages involved in a conflict. The other stages still perform
their execution. However, this method involves a complex
scheduling scheme in the control logic. This complex control
logic can become a bottleneck in the design and degrade the
clock frequency in the synthesized hardware. Our control unit
uses a middle approach. It stalls the stages at a basic-block
granularity.
In our proposed method, all pipeline stages of a basic-block
will be controlled by a single stall signal. In otherwords, inorder thread execution is performed within each basic-block.
However, different basic-blocks have independent stall signals.
This allows the data-path to stall only the basic-blocks with
conflicts, and execute the others. This method is more efficient
than a data-path with a single stall signal, while the control
logic unit remains simple. Fig. 9 shows the basic-blocks, and
includes the stall signals. Note that the stall in one basic-block
may still impact the processing of the preceding basic-blocks.
The control unit also decides which basic-block has to be
stalled when two basic-blocks have a conflict. In our approach,
a round-robin policy is used for memory accesses. When two
stages in two different basic-blocks compete to access the
single ported memory module, the control logic schedules
the accesses in a round-robin fashion. Also, in the merging
stages, the control logic unit gives higher priority to the thread
which is inside the loop. For example, in the SPMV kernel,
if stage 4 in basic-block ”For.Entry” and stage 9 in basicblock ”For.Body” both need to precede to stage 5, the control
logic stalls basic-block ”For.Entry” to service basic-block
”For.Body” which has higher priority.
2) Dedicated Memory Management: Contention over memory increases the number of stalls in multi-threaded data-paths.
For example, using a dual-ported memory module limits the
number of stages that can concurrently access the memory
to two active stages at a time. We propose a dedicated
memory management module to manage and arbitrate the
concurrent memory requests to the memory. In this way,

the number of memory stalls exposed to data-path reduces.
Memory management module buffers the concurrent requests
and schedules them for the memory access.
Fig. 10 illustrates a memory request handler used in our
implementations. It uses FIFOs to buffer the requests submitted from the concurrent stages (up to 4 memory stages in
this example). A request handler decides which request will
be submitted to global memory if more than one is available.
The data returned from the global memory is also stored in
output FIFOs to be utilized by pipeline stages.
Adding the memory management module reduces the number of stalls significantly. The control unit has to take the
FIFO’s status into account when it decides to activate or stall
a basic-block. If a memory request stage is active, and its
request FIFO is full, the basic-block has to stall. Similarly,
when a memory load stage is active and its data FIFO is empty,
the basic-block has to stall.
V. O PTIMIZATIONS M ETHODS
HTR-enhanced data-path offers out-of-order thread execution to increase data-path utilization and thus improve the
performance. Overall, with thread reordering the number of
stalls across the threads reduces compared to in-order thread
execution. However, there are still a large number of stalls
incurred due to the stalls propagation across the basic-blocks
and memory accesses. This section explores some optimization
methods to reduce the number of data-path stalls and further
improve the utilization of HTR-enhanced data-path.
A. Basic-block Stalls Isolation
In the stall management mechanism described in Section IV,
stalling in one basic-block may propagate to the preceding
basic-blocks. For example, in the SPMV pipeline Fig. 9, stall
in ”For.Body” basic-block will propagate to the ”For.Entry”
basic-block. This means that threads executing basic-block
”For.Entry” will be unnecessary stalled due to an stall in
”For.Body” basic-block. This increases the number of stalls
and degrades performance.
To remove the stalls propagation, we propose adding FIFOs across the basic-blocks. In the previous example, the
”For.Entry” basic-block puts thread i and its variables into the
FIFO without being stalled. When the stall in the ”For.Body”
basic-block is resolved, it reads thread i from the FIFO and
executes it. These FIFOs improve the throughput by reducing
the stalls, but with the added cost of imposing area overhead
for implementing the data-path. By optimizing the FIFO depth,
we can reduce this overhead. Finding the optimal depth of the
FIFOs has been left for future study.
In the stall management mechanism described in Section IV,
stalling one basic-block can impact preceding basic-blocks,
depending on the control flow. For example, in the SPMV
pipeline, if stage 4 contains thread i and thread i needs to
go to stage 5 to enter the loop and the ”For.Body” basic
block is stalled by the control logic, the ”For.Entry” basicblock has to be stalled as well. This increases the number
of stalls and degrades performance. Adding FIFOs between
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Fig. 9. Generated HTR-enhanced datapath for SPMV kernel

To resolve this issue, we isolate the request and load. The
approach is based on splitting a basic-block that contains
a load instruction into two sub-blocks, one containing the
request stage, and the other containing the load stage. Then
the request stage still can submit a new request, even if the
load stage is stalled.
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Fig. 10. Memory request handler

basic-blocks resolves this issue. In the previous example, the
”For.Entry” basic-block puts thread i and its variables into the
FIFO without being stalled. When the stall in the ”For.Body”
basic-block is resolved, it reads thread i from the FIFO and
executes it. These FIFOs improve the throughput by reducing
the stalls, but with the added cost of imposing area overhead
for implementing the data-path. By optimizing the FIFO depth,
we can reduce this overhead. Finding the optimal depth of the
FIFOs has been left for future study.
B. Memory Stalls Isolation
Current FPGA synthesis flows translate every memory
access instruction in the LLVM IR maps into two different
stages. The first stage sends the load request to the memory
module. The second stage receives and consumes the data
from the memory module when the data is available. We
call these two stages request and load. Consider a scenario
when the load stage in a basic-block is active but the data
has not been received from the memory module. Without our
memory stalls isolation optimization, the control unit stalls the
whole basic-block, including the request stage. This means
the control logic prevents the request stage from submitting
a new request, impacting effective bandwidth utilization and
therefore application throughput.

To evaluate the efficiency of the HTR approach, we use
three irregular kernels from standard benchmark suites, sparse
matrix vector multiplication (SPMV), K-means clustering
(KM) and image convolution (CONV). In particular, we focused on the irregular benchmarks with runtime dependent
conditional branches. The SPMV and KM kernels contain
dynamic loops, while the CONV kernel contains various
irregular branches. We used LegUp compiler [15], to generate
the pipelined implementation of the kernels. The LegUp implementations is considered as the baseline datapath (in-order
thread execution). To construct the HTR-enhanced datapath,
we expand the baseline pipeline with the additional components introduced by HTR components; e.g. context registers,
reordering control and memory management modules. In
addition, the optimization methods explained in Section V
have been added to the HTR-enhanced datapath. The global
memory delay in all implementations are fixed and it is
10 clock cycles. All the implementations are synthesized by
Altera Quartus for CycloneIV FPGA.
B. Throughput Comparison
Fig. 11 compares the throughput of HTR-enhanced datapath
against the baseline implementation (in-order datapath). On
average, the HTR-enhanced datapath achieves 6.7X higher
throughput compared to the baseline across all three benchmarks. The highest speed-up (11.2X) is achieved in CONV.
This benchmark does not contain any loops. However, threadid branches in its complex control flow makes it impossible
for the LegUp tool to pipeline it. In the HTR-enhanced
datapath, however, the thread execution is pipelined even in
non-deterministic regions of the datapath.

C. Datapath Stalls and Utilization

D. Resource Overhead
Overall, the HTR execution occupies pipeline stages more
efficiently and improves the throughput significantly. This
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To provide more stinging about the source of significant
throughput improvement in HTR-enhanced datapath, Fig. 12
and Fig. 13 compares the memorybandwidth utilization and
pipeline stalls between HTR-enhanced and baseline datapaths.
Fig. 12 shows the bandwidth utilization is improved by 90%.
Also, Fig. 13 illustrates the number of stalls with respect to its
type. Based on this figure, 95% of the stalls are due to memory
requests, and 5% is due to compute resource conflicts in merge
stages. The 99% memory bandwidth utilization and 95% stalls
in memory requests demonstrate that increasing the global
memory bandwidth (e.g. doubling the memory modules), the
HTR approach can achieve even more throughput.
The SPMV kernel contains dynamic loop. Therefore, the
LegUp tool is not able to pipeline this kernel. The HTR
implementation however, pipelines the thread execution and
achieves 5.2X speed-up over the baseline. The HTR improves
the bandwidth utilization by 40%. However, the HTR implementation is not able to fully utilize the bandwidth, and the
bandwidth utilization is stuck at 50%. The reason is the two
consecutive memory requests in the SPMV kernel where the
first load requests the address for the second load. In this case,
the consecutive requests cannot be pipelined. As it shown in
figure Fig. 13 all of the stalls in this implementation is due to
memory requests.
The third benchmark, KM, is a memory-bound benchmark.
In this benchmark, the memory bandwidth utilization of the
baseline implementation is much higher (4X) than the other
benchmarks. Although the HTR implementation is able to
increase the band-width utilization to 100%, the speed-up is
limited to 3.5X. However, increasing the memory bandwidth
can potentially increase the throughput in the HTR implementation.

80
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Fig. 12. Memory Bandwidth Utilization

however, comes with the cost of more resource utilization
on the FPGA. Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 compare the HTR implementation with the baseline implementation in our three
benchmarks in terms of resource utilization. On average, we
see 1.9X increase in logic resource utilization, and 1.3X
increase in register utilization. This overhead is mainly due to
register replication and FIFOs used in HTR implementation.
Optimizing the depth of the FIFOs can reduce this overhead
significantly. Also, some LLVM optimization passes can be
used to reduce the number of variables passing across basicblocks as well as the size of the variables. These optimizations
are left for future studies.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposed a novel Hardware Thread Reordering
(HTR) approach to enhance the throughput of OpenCL kernel
execution on FPGAs. The HTR approach works at a basicblock level granularity, generating control signals to perform
out-of-order thread execution in irregular kernels possessing
non-deterministic runtime control flow. We demonstrate the
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efficiency of our HTR approach on three irregular kernels:
SPMV, KM, and CONV kernels. HTR can acheive up to a 11X
speed-up with less than a 2X increase in resource utilization.
In future work we will explore improved scheduling policies
for the control unit as well as effects of FIFO sizing in terms
of performance and area overhead. Additionally, we plan to
design automation tools to automate and integrate the HTRenhanced datapath generation to the available open-source
toolchains.
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